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Pearls
Laura likes to create pretty necklaces with pearls. She has two necklaces A and B, which
she would like to use as templates to create a new necklace. A necklace is represented
by a string, where each character represents the color of a bead on the necklace.

Laura furthermore has a group of k colour pairs S1, · · · , Sk, she really doesn’t like because
they are ugly in that colour and order, so she attempts to avoid them when creating her
new necklace.

Laura will create her new necklace in a very particular way. For each pearl in necklace
A from the start, she is going to combine its colour with the colour of each of the pearls
from necklace B. Her process is as follows:

For each pearl in necklace A, Ai, she looks at each pearl in necklace B, Bj . If the
combination AiBj is not an ugly combination, she puts pearls of colour AiBj at the end
of her new necklace. If it is an ugly combination, she does nothing. Note that Laura
only looks for ugly combinations when constructing the necklace, not after they have
been added to the new necklace.

Help Laura determine what her new necklace is going to look like. Laura has q questions,
where the i’th one, ti asks for the colour of the ti’th pearl on the new necklace.

Input

The first line contains four integers LA LB k q. These are the length of A, the length of
B, the number of ugly combinations and the number of questions respectively.

The next line contains the string A, consisting of exactly LA characters from the set
[a-z].

The next line contains the string B, consisting of exactly LB characters from the set
[a-z].

The next k lines contain the ugly combinations, one combination per line. These combi-
nations are written as strings containing exactly 2 characters from the set [a-z], separated
with a single space.

The next q lines are the positions for which Laura wants to know the color of the bead
in the final necklace. 0 is the first position in the necklace.

Output

Output should contain q lines, each containing a single character from the set [a-z],
representing the answers to Laura’s question in the same order they were given.
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Constraints

1 ≤ LA, LB ≤ 200 000

1 ≤ q ≤ 100 000

0 ≤ k < 262

All queries refer to a valid position in the final necklace.

Time limit: 2 s.

Subtask Score Additional constraints

Subtask 1 7 LA = 1

Subtask 2 9 LA, LB ≤ 1 000

Subtask 3 13 k = 0

Subtask 4 15 q ≤ 10

Subtask 5 56 No additional constraints
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Examples

Input Output Comments

4 2 1 2

abcb

cc

c a

3

12

c

b

Laura creates the necklace ac ac bc bc

cc cc bc bc (spaces inserted for ease of
reading). No ugly terms where removed.

Input Output Comments

4 2 2 2

cbaa

ac

b c

a a

7

7

c

c

Laura creates the nacklace ca cc ba ac

ac (spaces inserted for ease of reading).
The terms bc, aa and aa where removed
because they are ugly.
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